Leah Hay, English 2A PreAP

**Week 1 Aug 27- 31**
Intro to class  
Short answer response writing  
Revising and editing

**Week 2 Sep 3-7**
Diagnostic test  
Summer reading assignment  
Dialectical journal: characterization

**Week 3 Sep 10-14**
Sentence structure  
Phrases as a part of speech  
Intro to style analysis

**Week 4 Sep 17-21**
Intro to genre  
Propaganda/Political cartoon  
Repetition devices  
Analyze identity speech (structure)

**Week 5 Sep 24-28**
Theme - search for identity  
Characterization  
Analyze identity speech (devices)  
TPCASST identity poem

**Week 6 Oct 1-5**
Six weeks test  
Intro to poetry  
Short story elements